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WENNING HIPPING - DISCOVERY OF A UNIQUE VERNACULAR 
BUILDING 

Phil Hudson 

This old house, at Clapham, is the kind that students of vernacular buildings very rarely see - so the 
writer, and other members of the North Craven Historical Research Group are carrying out the 
examination and recording of this discovery (Fig 1 ). The work will be continuing for sometime yet, 
before this ancient building reveals all its secrets, if it ever does, to the 'House Detectives'. This 
house has a wealth of historical features, and a few of these are discussed below. 

rig 1 Wenning Hipping House I 

The origins of the site are not known, but indications suggest quite a bit of the existing fabric, and re
used material, may be late sixteenth century - but as is often the case with long - standing occupation 
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sites on monastic lands, it's in the 
tranch of land enclosed piecemeal by 
Furness Abbey and reclaimed and 
improved from the mid - thirteenth to 
the early sixteenth century - so there 
may be some earlier archaeology 
underneath the present buildings and 
their curtilege . 

Fig 2 (left), The uncovered fire place 
and twin ovens before the hearth was 
excavated - when work started there 
was a modern full width 'York' stone 
fireplace c.1950 in place. 

On this site we have a very rare feature, 
a mid to late seventeenth century 
double bee-hive oven. Both ovens were 
found hidden behind several later 
fireplaces and are almost intact. The 
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two ovens are now brick-lined and set on a stone plinth, but fragments of earlier build evidence 
suggest that one, if not both, were once gritstone lined.(Figs 2,3, and 4) The one on the left is slightly 
smaller and might be earlier in date - in use at a time when the original fireplace, possibly a 
bressumer type, was also in use. 

Both ovens are cut into and through the three foot 
thick gable wall, but the right hand side exhibits 
some different gable end stonework - suggesting 
there might once have been a different fire source 
here. Building work carried out to install 'later 
fireplaces' in the main house room have also 
severely damaged what is believed to have been the 
second fireplace that was also contemporary with 
the earlier of the two ovens. 

Fig 3 (left), Interior of one oven 

This fireplace was cut from good quality sandstone 
and embellished with some fine multi-order carving 
on the uprights and the overmantle. Unfortunately 
much of this was hammered off to a form a key for 
plastering and works to accommodate the fitting of 

a new 'iron-range' type in the late eighteenth or early nineteenth century (though some of the damage 
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Fig 4, Plan of double beehive oven. (by Mark Simpson) 
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Fig 5, The writer sitting in the ash pit during the 'key-hole' 
excavation. 

appears to have been recent). 
Almost all the damaged 
pieces were recovered when 
the room floor was excavated 
and the owners have now 
commissioned a local stone 
mason to reconstruct it. 

Unusually only one central 
external 'ash-pit' was used for 
both ovens, and this was 
found during 'key-hole' 
excavation in the hearth floor 
to examine the extents of the 
different coverings. 

Several layers of 'modern' 
flooring material came to 
light. The owner intended to 
remove it all so it was decided 
to carefully excavate the 
whole floor. 

The floor was taken down, in layers to the original beaten earth in several stages. The top was an 
asphalt cover, next a 3 inch concrete layer set on quarry bottoms screed that overlaid a mix of the 
broken fireplace fragments and deliberately broken up older blue 'slate' covering. Some fragments of 
the slate were large enough to determine that they were all hand cut and local, possibly from either 
the Austwick or Helwith Bridge quarries, suggesting a seventeenth century or earlier date. Dating 
hand cut slate in this vicinity is difficult because it is known that the nearest source, Austwick, was in 
use from the late thirteenth century. A Slate quarry of Gospatrick mentioned in land grant to 
Fountains Abbey - Grants in Austwick, Lawkland, Wharf etc., by Beatrice, wife of Hugh de Calton. 
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Fig 6, Section of floor 

The sketch diagram of the floor excavation shows a typical section - the finds were a mix of post 
sixteenth century occupation debris and did not include anything dateable before the mid seventeenth 
century. However, even though there were few intrusions into the 'original' beaten earth floor one 
small pit feature, with cinders, that suggested an open fire hearth and one comer exhibited a post hole 
and a beam-slot which has been tentively interpreted as being associated with timber work possibly 
connected with the bressumer. 
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Fig 7, The excavated ash pit 

Fig 8, The array of finds out of the floor excavation 
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